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Tensors Associated with Time-Dependent Stress* 

by 

Barbara A. Cot'cer2and R. S. Rivlin-* 

It is assumed that six functional relations exist between 

the components of stress and their first m material time deriva- 

tives and the gradients of displacement, velocity, acceleration, 

second acceleration, ..., (n--l)th acceleration* It is shown 

that these relations may then be expressed as relations between 

the components of m + n + 2 symmetric tensors and expressions 

for these tensors are obtained, 

1. Introduction 

It has been shown by Rivlin and Ericksen [1] that if we 

assume that the components of stress t^, in a rectangular 

Cartesian coordinate system x^, at any point of a body of iso- 

tropic material undergoing deformation, are single-valued func- 

tions of the gradients of displacement, velocity, acceleration, 

•«., (n-l)th acceleration in the coordinate system x±  at the 

point of the body considered, then the stress components t^.» may 

be expressed as functions of the components of (n + 1) symmetric 

tensors defined in terms of these gradients• 

1» The results presented in this paper were obtained in the course 
of research conducted under Contract N7onr-3?801 between Brown 

- University and the Office of Naval Research, 
2e Research Assistant, Division of Applied Mathematics, Brown 

• University. 
3. Professor of Applied Mathematics, Brown University 

h.  Numbers in square brackets refer to bibliography at the end 
of the paper. 
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W8 describe the deformation by 

xi = Xt&itf   » (1>1) 

where x^ denotes the position, at time t, in the coordinate 

system x^, of a material particle which was located at X^ in 

the same coordinate system at some other instant of time T, 

Let v^ i v±    » vi > •••» vi  denote the components of 

velocity, acceleration, second acceleration, .,<,, (n-l)th'accelera- 

tion at time t, in the coordinate system x^, of a material 

particle located at x*. Then, if we assume 

3x„ 8v^ &v(2) av^n^ 
t13 = t±1(SRi lift-. , flE—, ..., £2tt_)        (1.2) 

3  id 8*q exq  aXq     exq 

it follows [1, § 15] that tj* may be expressed as single-valued 

functions of the components CJL-J, A|y  (r = l,2,,.OJn) of (n + 1) 

tensors defined by 

axi&ci (l)  3vi1) ,L 8v,i1) 

ij  axk axk ' 1J  axj   ax,^ 

and      A\YL)  = —11- + A\v>  -J2~ + A5^ ~0— ,     (1.3) 13    Dt   iQJ axj^   *» ax4  *     ° 

where D/Dt denotes the material time derivative. This result 

was obtained from the consideration that the form of the 

dependence of the stress components tj4 on the gradients of the 

displacement, velocity, acceleration, ..., (n-l)th acceleration 

must be independent of the particular choice of the rectangular 

Cartesian coordinate system x^. 

'i m    • • 
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Tt wiH be shown Ih the present paper, from similar 

considerations, that if, instead of describing the dependence 

of the stress components on the deformation by six functional 

relations of the type (1.2), we have six independent functional 

relations of the form 

«l«q  exq   axq 
21 
3x 

(n) Dt. 
~c„  ' pq' Dt  ' 

Dt2   '     ' Dtm        ' 
CIA) 

with 

then these functional relations must be expressible in the form 

*ir pq» Apq » pq ' •••' %q » tpq » V » Bpq » '••> BPq 
)= Q 

(1.6) 

if n > m, and in the form 

P  (C   A(1^  A^      A^  *   R(D  *(2)      p(m)i 
ircpq»   pq ' A

Pq » •<,,, Apq » *pq» Bpq ' Bpq » •••» Bpq > = °» 

(1.7) 

if n < m, where FJJ - F^ in both cases, C  and A^q- (r = 1, 

2,..., n) are defined by (1.3) and B^ (r = 1, 2, ..., m) are 

the components of symmetric tensors, defined by 

,(r-l) -(1) 
(r)  DBjj -'  (r-1) 8V^'   (r,.i) ev^ 

Hi*     = —***— + B »A —i  + B . t  L 1J   Dt       CJ   ax-     il       ex 

(1) 

d 

and Bir - *« (1.8) 

It may be remarked that Zaremba [2] introduced a rate of 

change of stress tensor, which is given in term of the tensors 

ifr* 
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t    A(l) and T^ bv *(l) - -M-  A(l) ~ *t  A(l) 

It may be remarked that Eqs. (I.1*) and (1.5) are not, in 

general, sufficient for the determination of the stress result- 

ing from the subjection of the material to a specified deforma- 

tion history. They may be regarded as a set of six independent 

differential equations in six dependent variables ^..(t., = t .) 

and one independent variable t. Suitable "initial" conditions 

at specified values of t must be chosen if the equations are to 

have a solution. However, we are concerned here only with the 

limitations which must exist on the form of the relations (l.U), 

as a result of the necessity that they are invariant under a 

transformation from one orthogonal coordinate system to another, 

quite apart from any question of the sufficiency of the equa- 

tions for the determination of the stress components. 

2. The Deformation Tensors 

It is well known that if ds is the distance at time t 

between two material particles of a body, undergoing a deforma- 

tion described by (1.1), which are located at x^ and x^ + dx^ 

in the rectangular Cartesian coordinate system x^, then 

(ds)2 = dx^dx^ 

axv 3xv 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

where Xj_ and X^ + dX^ are the positions of the particles at a 

previous instant of time T. Differentiating (ds)2 r times with 

respect to t, we have, from (2.1), 

£&£ = Aft)dxldx1 Dtr 13      *    3 (2.3) 

^ritt^ttt >.- ; ;^^'^Hf^Tg!TO'^gg;=s^jypiCTy & 

t^^^-*&-:-.'• 
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where A^A'  Is a symmetric tensor given by (1.3)• A correspond- 

ing result in a converted coordinate system was obtained by 

Oldroyd [3] . 

Equations (2.2) a «d (2.3)5 with the Left-hand sides given 

constant values, describe the deformation quadrics at the point 

of the bodyconsidered. 

(r) 

as 

It has been seen [l, §10 ] that k\*'  may also be expressed 

„(r)  avjr)  ev$r)  *-i ,r, av^ av^
5 

J   6x,    Gx±    p=l 
p Qxj    oxj 

3. The Stress Tensors 

If we define a quantity ~8 by 

J3 = t^dXjdx, , (3.1) 

then, since t,, transforms as a tensor from the rectangular 

Cartesian coordinate system x^ to any other, irrespective of 

any relative motion of the two coordinate systems, it is 

apparent that &  is a scalar, invariant under such transforma- 

tions of the reference system. From (3«1), we have 

D3^_DS(tlidxidxi) _ •  (S)
DS'\.I f(dx^l 

DtS       Dts       q=0 q DtS"q     Dtq 

S _     Ds-a-t,,     Q       fl     D^dx,)   D^dx,) 

q=0      q      Dts-q    1=0   I        D Q=*        j£T 

Jf (-1) 
Sii«e                D"t'(dx1) tl)      8vi  ' oin«e  j__    _ dvv   ;  _ j— d 

Df1 d 9xg g 

h-    . . 
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^i. „$,-«. *iri tah, (3.3, 

where v^      = x^  so that  9v^0Vaxj * 6 ^  , we obtain from (3.2), 

Dts      q=o    q      Dt8-*    -Uo    *    »h 8x g    *» 

With the definition 

Bis>. I K;> H^> 1 <i>aiTf. afi^],      (3.5) 

we can re-write (3.V) as 

2!f = B^)dxldx1  , (3.6) 
Dt 1J ° 

with B<5> = B^J .  It is seen, since DaJB/Vts  transforms as 
ij    Ji ' 

a scalar, between two rectangular Cartesian coordinate systems 

with arbitrary relative motion, that &&)  transforms as a tensor 

between such coordinate systems. 

We note, from (3.6) and (3.3)» that 

B[!
+l)dL:idx1 = 2!!^= D(B(s)dx dx x 

13   i 1      Dts+l  Dt il  i J (3#?) 

Whence » 

.""4 4    ^s; ov      is) ovi v = ^ + B^ 8x7- + Bi* TBEpW^. 

<-+i> - ^ili + B
(s) ^ + B

(S)
 ^1} tt"a> ij      ~ n5T^ + B*J   5x7~ + B±<t  axj-   • (3"8) 

KB i.gi!. 11 niife j» .,1*11"ft•• 111  •   m^r ainii ~ 
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l**o ?he Stress-Deformation Relations 

We assume that the dependence of the stress components 

on the deformation Is described by the six functional relations 

(l.l+) and the form of the functions fj* are independent of the 

rectangular Cartesian coordinate system in which Bis. (l.^f) are 

expressed. Let x.* be a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system 

moving in an arbitrary manner with respect to x^ and related to 

x±  by 

xi* = aij(xj " V        aiJaik = 6jk >       (lfol) 

where ai.i and b., are, in general, Tunctions of time. Let X^* 

denote the coordinates ir- the system Xj* of a point located at 

X^  in the coordinate system x^ and let v^1', v|(2| ###> VJL ' 

be the components of the velocity, acceleration, ..., (n-l)th 

acceleration respectively in the coordinate system x^. Then, 

if t^ are the components of the stress in the coordinate system 

x^ , we have 

,„(•$ *#£, a•,.... spL t*. sfr '•'• 13 ax     ax*        ax* ax* pq     Dt 

q       q q "      W> 
•••» £-2®-)  = 0  . (If.2) 

Dtm 

It has been shown in a previous paper" [1, §§ $.  and 1^] that we 

can choose the coordinate system x^ in such a way that: 

(1) instantaneously at time t, the directions of the axes of 

x^  are parallel to those of x., so that 

aij " 6ij > M) 

(ii) instantaneously at time t, the angular velocity, angular 
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acceleration, angular second acceleration, •••, angular 

(n-l)th acceleration of the coordinate system x±  relative 

to x^ are such that the velocity, acceleration, <>.<., (n-l)th 

acceleration fields relative to the coordinate system Xj, 

in the immediate neighborhood of the material particle 

considered, are irrotationalj 

(iii) instantaneously at time T, the axes of the coordinate 

system x£ have directions relative to the coordinate system 

x^  defined by 

vaere cd 
' Sx4 3x, 

|axk axk 
Of. 5) 

and c (= j|c^j|| ) is the matrix satisfying this equation 

which has all its eigen-values positive. 
gk 

The choice of the coordinate system x^ in accordance with 

the condition (ii) implies that, at time t, 

av!(r)/3xj = 8v*(r)/8x!  (r = 1,2, ...,n).  Of. 6) 

Also, the choice of the coordinate system x£ in accordance with 

conditions (1) and (iii) implies that, at time t, 

With tne notation 

^*(r)  l^v|(r)  8vl(r\ „ * dii ; a  p(—*  +  * ) > 0+.8) J    *  axj    axj 

it follows from C+.6) and (ha7)  that Eq, 0+.2) can be re-written 

as 

WH^V. iii'Jt ^L. J»*.**i * 

•' •- II in——«»^»i 'i^l'iii"ii>>ij)'^iijr'i 

I 

.—•— --• 
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DtT* 

B* 
«   q=o LV Dts-i ^o l* 9x*   ax*  J 

DStti   £ r,s,DS-qt* lii 
Dt    q=I    DtS q ^=0 * gJ    ni 

Also, at time t, from (2„lf), Of.6) and (^.8), we see that if 

A.jjs' are the components of the tensor AJjf' in the coordinate 
* 

system x^, then at time t, 

A*(r) = 2dJ(p) + 
rz\*)C(r"p)<!ip) • ^-11) 

Since, 

A*jD = 2d*^D , Of.12) 

we see,  from (V.ll),  that d*_>      can be expressed as a polynomial 

in the quantities A*£D, A*^2),   ..., A*£r>.    We also see, from 

(M-.10),  that D t^j/Dts can be expressed as polynomial in the 

quantities A!*
1
',  A*<2>,   ..., A*<s\   t*..,  B*^,  B*<2\   ..., B*<sj, H pq    '    pq    ' '    pq pq!     pq pq    ' Pq 

Consequently,   Eqs. (*f.9) may be re-written in the form 

»      (o A**15      A*<2> A*<n>      t*        R*(l>   R*(2> 
'Pij^pq*     pq     »     pq     »   *a,MApq     >  T/pq> cpq  » cpq  > 

•••> Bpq    > = ° > CIf#13) 

— -~»~—»" i i i   .,-m(t*ami*$mmtmi\mtilu in. i .i urn m" «» 11       > 

1 

...,  jLSgft)  = 0 Of.9) 
Dtm 

at time t. 

'vom (3*5), Of.6), and (*f.8), bearing in mind that v*/0' = 
• # * (s) 

x^ and t!L = t.. , we see that if B^  are the components of the 

tensor &iy   in the coordinate system x^*, 

. -*:•-,irtrv-j* ,*, 
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if n > m and in the form 

*ir°pq» Apq  > Apq »    ' Apq  »"pq» *pq » Cpq  » 

if ra > n. It may be noted that if, in (^.9)» t±*  *s a polynomial 

function of o , d*^1), ..„, D11^* /Dtra, then in Ot.13) and (k.lk), 

<p, is a polynomial in the dependent variables,, 
(s) *(s) Since B)/ and B..      arc the components of the same tensor 

• 
in the coordinate systems x^ and x. respectively, we have 

Since A\y  and A*jr' are one components of the same tensor in 

the coordinate systems x.  and x. respectively, we have 

APQr)   ' 4Vl\x\i   • ft-*' 

Since the coordinate system is chosen in accordance with condi- 

tion (i) we see that, at the instant ot time t, a.,, is given by 

(1*.3) and  Ens. Pt-.l?) and Of.16) yield 

B;<S)   - B<»' and AMD   . A(r)   . (lfa?) 

Introducing the results  (^.17)  into   Eqs. (M-,13) and  Of.lU), we 

have 

*id(Cpq>  *$ AS'   —  A$>  V   ^ »#•   —  Bpf))=°> 
0+.18) 

if n > m and 

^(°pq»  *#•  Apf'   —  AM>   V  B&}»  BJ|} •   —  Bft} > 
• °> 
Of.19) 

if m  > n. 

i 111— • •!      ' •?" "ju^ 
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Following the method adopted by Rivlin and Ericksen [1, 

§§ 7 and 15]    and employing the notation 

ij        xk kj      axk axk ' 

it can he  seen that the  relations  0+.18) and  0+.19) may be written 

as 

13VUpq>     pq   » Apq  »   •0,,  Apq  »   rpq'  apq   '  *pq  »   ,00» *pq  ;       °> 
0f.2l) 

if n > m and 

W   A^»   Apq}'      -'   ^   *pq»   B$   ^   — »  ^ >   =  ?  > 
flf.22) 

if m > n, where F... is a single-valued function of the independent 

variables. 

If we assume in Eq. (lth)  that the functions f... are poly- 

nomials in the variables, then it follows from the manner in 

which Eqs. (^.21) and (*+.22) are derived that F^ are polynomials 

in the variables. It is also readily seen that if we assume the 

functions f.,4 are single-valued functions of dv^1;/8xrt,av^ /ax . 
...       -L« P    4  P    q' 

..., av£n)/3xq, tpq, Dtpq/Dt, D
2tpq/Bt

2, ..., D^pq/Dt
m then they 

may be expressed in the form (*f.21) or C+«22) with CL . omitted. 
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